Surgical robot for single-incision laparoscopic surgery.
This paper introduces a novel surgical robot for single-incision laparoscopic surgeries. The robot system includes the cone-type remote center-of-motion (RCM) mechanism and two articulated instruments having a flexible linkage-driven elbow. The RCM mechanism, which has two revolute joints and one prismatic joint, is designed to maintain a stationary point at the apex of the cone shape. By placing the stationary point on the incision area, the mechanism allows a surgical instrument to explore the abdominal area through a small incision point. The instruments have six articulated joints, including an elbow pitch joint, which make the triangulation position for the surgery possible inside of the abdominal area. The presented elbow pitch structure is similar to the slider-crank mechanism but the connecting rod is composed of a flexible leaf spring for high payload and small looseness error. We verified the payload of the robot is more than 10 N and described preliminary experiments on peg transfer and suture motion by using the proposed surgical robot.